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 S. .Sivakumar. It stars Kamal Haasan, Suresh Gopi, Sarathkumar and Devayani. The film's score and soundtrack were
composed by Ilaiyaraaja, while cinematography was handled by E. R. Murugamy. It is the only film in which all the four actors

have acted as a team. The film released in June 1996 to critical acclaim and was declared a "Superhit". It won the Filmfare
Award for Best Actor – Tamil for Kamal Haasan. The film was later dubbed in Hindi as Laxmi Narayan and in Telugu as

Asthami Bharya. Plot Suresh (Suresh Gopi) is a simpleton who lives with his mother (Aruldoss). He sees a film titled "Tridev"
(God), and for a time, after watching the film, he becomes very depressed. This film has a song in which lyrics are being sung
by Suresh. He begins to make up poems and make songs. He is seen singing on the terrace of a building with no windows or
doors. He convinces his mother to buy him a bike and he goes around singing. Vicky (Kamal Haasan) is a well-known singer

and a professor of music. He has a daughter, Priya (Bharathi Kannan), who is in love with Vijay (Sarathkumar). Vicky's friend
Sunandh (Vikram) is a cop who has a nephew named Vijay (Suresh Gopi) and a niece named Priya. Vicky and Sunandh get into

a fight and Vicky beats him up. Sunandh later gets killed by two goons who attack him. The next day, Vicky and Sunandh's
nephew, Vijay, go to the place where Sunandh's murder happened and ask the police to find who is behind the murder. The

police ask Vijay to keep a diary for them and they leave. Vijay, out of frustration, removes Sunandh's name from the diary and
writes the name "Kaali" (Bhagavan) in its place. A robbery is staged in Vicky's house. During the investigation, it is revealed

that the goons killed Sunandh for Vicky's daughter Priya. In order to get information about Vicky and get Priya, Ka 82157476af
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